Virtual Gift Package - VGP
Welcome to your Virtual Gift Package!
Xavier Crow has created a Unique Virtual Gift.
It is a popular add-on to an extremely powerful mentalism performance.
Every participant in the show will get to keep, learn from, and ultimately enjoy
new ways to maximize their enthusiasm and efficiency in life and work.
Comes as a bonus gift in the Virtual Deluxe Package or can be purchased
separately as a perfect addition to any of the other amazing show options.

——————

Gift 1: Bonus Routines
The bonus videos include two custom made routines that are created specifically for your company.

Routine 1

is an Interactive mentalism piece where the spectators, sitting in the comfort of their home or office,
can follow Xavier on the screen and create an amazing
piece of magic together virtually. Ending with an incredible revelation of the company logo.
Surprising and amazing. Showcases the power of suggestion & influence and working as a team.

Routine 2

includes a downloadable PDF with images relating to your company or vision.
e.g. Your Company logo, logos of partnering companies or product images etc.
These can be printed, cut out, and then used in another incredible, interactive routine.
Xavier has created this specifically so that the miracle can happen in the hands of the audience at home.
Infused with a meaningful metaphor of the challenging times we face and the hope of
creating something greater for ourselves and our future.
Both routines are a completely unique, interactive and inspiring.

——————

Gift 2: Educational Lecture
Choose one of two educational lectures. These videos are approximately 20 minutes long and include
unique information which will help accelerate and motivate employees to achieve their best.

Option 1 - “Effective Body Language for Zoom (or other platforms). An entertainers’ guide”
Based on years of experience on stage in front of audiences of up to 2000 people, and Virtual performances and live stream
gigs with audiences of over 200,000. Xavier has compiled his list of personal tricks and tips to effectively use body language
on camera (and in person), in order to motivate, engage and excite people through the screen.
Make your speeches, meetings, and interviews much more powerful using the sacred art of body language.
www.XavierCrow.com
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Gift 2: (Continued)
Option 2

“Re-wire. 5 Techniques for Creating New Focus and Concentration Habits. ”
Based on Ancient wisdom studied over the last 15 years.
Xavier shares his secrets how to use these simple yet effective concentration exercises.
Once applied daily, these will increase focus, concentration and efficiency for all tasks. From important to mundane.
These useful techniques, although simple, have had the power to change scattered focus to laser-like attention for anyone
who is willing to practice them. Xavier has created multiple successful virtual businesses by utilizing the
power of focus and concentration, and helped countless others internationally to
create new and sharpened habits of focus too.

——————

Gift 3: Bringing it all together
This is a PDF which will include 10 tips from both of the two above-mentioned educational lectures,
regardless of the one that you chose to receive.
In this PDF you will receive a quick and easy reference guide on to how to use body language
effectively in Zoom (or other platforms), to create engagement and high interaction through the camera.
You will also learn key focus and concentration techniques, and an understanding of how to use
personal willpower to create new habits of focus.

——————

Gift 4: Breaking the ice (to sell more)
Over the past 25 years Xavier has been entertaining audiences worldwide.
The one characteristic that has been able to get him to the position that he is now as an international performer,
is his ability to break the ice quickly and easily using his abilities in Magic and Mentalism.
In this part of the package you'll receive an edited excerpt of a specific and exceptional routine
performance from your show or the pre show demonstration.
Xavier will then walk you step-by-step through the routine teaching you all the details on how to
achieve this miracle yourself. In fact, this one piece of mentalism alone is responsible for countless performances,
deal closures and interviews that Xavier has successfully sold, based on using entertainment to break the ice.
Generate intrigue with customers, present super human mind skills and ultimately share something incredible.
Create a surprising platform for a relationship with just about anyone.
Can be used in work-related meetings or even with family and friends over zoom and in person.
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